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dji uavs are increasingly popular for aerial cinematography, and some of the footage shot with them is of a very high quality. the phantom 2 was one of the first consumer drones to be adopted for professional video shooting. the phantom 2 (and later, the phantom 2 vision), was one of the first consumer drones
to be adopted for professional video shooting. the phantom camera does this by combining two new small sensors (called "bokeh" in aviation). these sensors are small enough to mount on a standard smartphone lens. you need the new version of phantom camera to shoot phantom 3. the phantom 2 vision was

the first consumer drone to include hd live streaming. it was also one of the first to include hd live streaming. the phantom 2 vision (and later, the phantom 3 vision), was one of the first consumer drones to include hd live streaming. as mentioned earlier, phantom 3 advanced lets you shoot in 1080p
(1,920x1,080) resolution or 4k (3,820x2,160) resolution. in order to retain the same frame rate (24fps) in 1080p, the camera has to drop down to 25fps (25.1fps in 4k), which means there is some loss in the quality of the footage. you can even shoot in 120fps to get the best quality, although i don't recommend it
as it is hard to fly smoothly when recording, even with the stability options. when shooting with the camera, the quick control pad (qcp) is used as the camera's screen. the qcp is easy to use, but you can use the phantom 3's flight director mode to fly manually if you prefer. because you don't have to mess with

the camera settings as much, you can focus on staying in the air.
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it is necessary to record the original data source of the videos in order to get the original format videos back and avoid the loss of original videos. when you use the dji mavic pro, phantom or phantom 2 drone to record videos, you can put the sd card into the dji mavic pro,
phantom or phantom 2. however, if you want to record the videos on the micro sd card, you need to change the format of the sd card to fat32. when you're updating dji mavic pro, phantom or phantom 2 drone firmware, you need to be careful to not overwriting your current
firmware because it will not only cause the failure of your drone, but also make the dji mavic pro, phantom or phantom 2 drone will not record or take photos properly. recording on the micro sd card should be done when the dji mavic pro, phantom or phantom 2 drone is in

sleep mode, and the drone is far from obstacles and people. the better working environment is to keep the drone in a safe area and move your phone to record. when you are flying your dji mavic pro, phantom or phantom 2 drone, it will record video in 720p, so you can only
see the video clearly if you find the right settings. if the settings are not correct, the video will be unclear and will be cut. the drones of dji mavic pro, phantom or phantom 2 have a built-in li-po battery, and you need to charge the battery to full before flying. if you have any
issues that you cannot find the solution after searching the web, you can send your drone to us for service. for dji drones repair, please contact our repair department directly. when you record videos with dji mavic pro, phantom or phantom 2 drone, it is possible to use the
record button. you can also use the record button to record photos. however, if you turn on the phone, you need to press the record button to activate the recording, if you press the record button, the phone will automatically start recording, if you press the record button

again, it will stop recording. 5ec8ef588b
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